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Sign in 1 to fill with courage or strength of purpose the stirring campaign speech inspired everyone to get out the voice animation, enlivening, refreshing enforcement, reinforcement, reinforcement (also reenforcing), reinforced 2 to pull out (something hidden, latent, or reserved) that inspired that comment? coaxing (out), acquisition,
acquisition, acquisition, safeguarding, safeguarding, disclosure, discovery, revealing, diving, evincing, Exposure, revealing, disenbating, uncovering, unmasking, revealing 3 to provide (someone) with moral or spiritual understanding can inspire great works of visual art in ways that often cannot elevate the written word, ennobling,
enrichment, glorification, upliftment, uplifting superiority, improvement, recycling, renewal, transformation of glorification, glorification. , transfiguration Page 2 Draw in 1 a long hollow cylinder for carrying a substance (as a liquid or gas) the leader funnels water off the roof and down the cistern drain, drain pipe, funnel, hydrant, main,
smokestack, torrent, standpipe, stove pipe, tile, waste pipe, waterspout pipage (or pipe), pipeline, pipe 2 the person (as an employer or supervisor) who tells people and especially workers what to do the team leader , is good to make sure that everyone keeps making their assigned tasks , captain, chief, frontman, chief, helmsman,
honcho, jefe, kingpin, master, taskmaster lead man, manager, supervisor, principal, skipper, standard-bearer, steward, straw boss, superintendent, superior, supervisor dominator, lord, overlord, powerful, ruler, sovereign (also sovran) baron, czar (also tsar or tzar), king, magnate, mogul, president, prince big , top dog, top gun employer,
gaffer [British], ganger [British] 3 one who takes the lead or sets an example an architectural firm that is widely considered a leader in innovative residential design Here is a list of words that could take the place of leader. 1. Administrator: a person with short-term or long-term responsibility — in the latter sense, usually a generic term;
Also, one given responsibility over an estate 2. Archon: one that presides (informally), or a chief magistrate in Athens in classic times 3. Autocrat: one with absolute power 4. Boss: someone in authority or control, as a manager or supervisor or a politician who does not have official status as leader of a political entity, but has real power 5.
Captain: a commander of certain military, law enforcement or firefighting units with the official rank of captain, or one who commands a vessel regardless of actual rank, or, by analogy, one who is a recognized leader (as in the metaphorical phrase captain of the industry) 6. Coach: one who helps others acquire knowledge or develop skills,
especially in athletics, whether in groups or, if tutor, individually; Also, one of different types of vehicles 7. Chair (or chairperson, chairman, or chairperson): one that leads a board or trustees, a committee or an academic department or presides over a meeting 8. Chief: the leader of an organization or department (informally except in such
titles as head of police and chief information officer, or citing the leader of a band or tribe of Native Americans) 9. Chief: the leader of a band, clan, or tribe 10. Commandant: a leader of some military units 11. Commander: a leader of a certain military, law enforcement or firefighting units with the official rank of commander, or one
commissioned by such a unit, regardless of actual rank, or the leader of some organizations or societies 12. Commander: the senior officer of a military unit 13. Commissioner: the leader of a bureau or department in the public sector, a leader with responsibility for some subordinate geopolitical entities, or the administrative leader of a
professional body of athletics teams; also a member of a commission 14. Conductor: one who coordinates the performance of an orchestra or other major music ensemble; Also, someone who collects rates on public transport, or a material that allows the flow of energy, heat, or sounds 15. Dean: a member of the clergy or a school
administrator in charge of part of a church jurisdiction or part of a learning institution, or responsible for counselling and monitoring students, or, informally, someone recognised as pre-encouraging in his or her field 16. Demagogue: one who leads a political party or movement and maintains influence through emotional appeals 17.
Director: the leader of an administrative unit, or one of a group of people responsible for running a corporation or a nonprofit organization, or the person in charge of a theatre production or a band or another music ensemble 18. Dictator: an authoritarian head of state, especially one who gained leadership by force 19. Doyen (or the female
form doyenne): a person distinguished in a certain attempt, or a senior member of a group 20. Executive: one with administrative or management authority 21. Figure principal: one who has the appearance of authority but only has a nominal leadership role; this term is inappropriate for referring to someone who is actually in authority or
has significant power 22. General: a commander of a military unit with the official rank of general, or one that leads with the character of a general 23. Generalissimo: the commander of an army, or one who conducts himself or herself with an authoritarian attitude stereotypically from a military dictator 24. Governor: the chief official of a
state, a colony, or another subordinate political entity 25. Guide: one that literally or figuratively leads others to a goal; also a textbook or other information resource 26. Head: a leader of a department or operation (generic) 27. a leader of a tribe Manager: a leader of a department, or someone with responsibility for all or part of a business
or operation (sometimes generic); Also, one that directs or advises an athlete or an artist or helps with a sports operation 29. Master: the leader of some institutions or societies, a person commissioned by a merchant vessel, or synonymous with governor or ruler; Also, one with power or responsibility over another 30. Mentor: one that
counsels counselling or guides, especially in the pursuit of knowledge or skill 31. Minister: a high-ranking government official; Also, a diplomatic representative or, in some religious organizations, a member of the clergy with administrative responsibilities 32. Moderator: one that presides over a meeting, discussion or assembly to monitor
compliance with procedures and rules 33. Officer: one who holds a position of responsibility in a company or organization or in a military unit 34. Point person: someone who is the focus of surgery or project 35. Powerful: a powerful sovereign 36. Power broker: an influential person 37. President: one who leads a political entity, a company,
or an organization for a fixed term or temporarily presides over a meeting or a meeting 38. Presider: synonymous with chair, moderator, and president 39. Principal: a person in authority, especially one in charge of a school or other institution; also a leading artist, one who delegates to an agent, or an offender of a crime 40. Prolekus: one
that presides or serves as a spokesman 41. Rector: a member of the clergy in charge of a congregation or another jurisdiction, a leader of some schools or universities, or one who directs 42. Ringleader: a leader of a group engaged in illegal activities or an informal group of compatriots 43. Ruler: a sovereign leader 44. Shepherd: one
who leads and protects a herd of livestock or, by extension, a group of people, especially a congregation of worshippers 45. Skipper: the commander, master or senior officer on a vessel or, by extension, any leader (informal) 46. Spearhead: the leader of an activity, project or movement 47. Standard-bearer: a charismatic leader of a
movement 48. Superintendent: the leader of a school district or another entity; also the caregiver of a building 49. Supervisor: a leader of an administrative unit 50. Tyrant: an oppressive leader (This post features offbeat, informal words for leader.) Want to improve your English in five minutes a day? Get a subscription and start receiving
our writing tips and exercises daily! Keep learning! Browse the Vocabulary category, check out our popular posts, or select a related post below: The CroswodSolver.com system found 25 responses for inspirational leader celebrity crossword clue. Our system collects crossword cues from most poplar cryptic puzzle, fast/small crossword
found in Daily Mail, Daily Telegraph, Daily Express, Daily Daily Herald-Sun, The Courier-Mail, Dominion Post and many other popular newspaper. Enter the answer length or the answer pattern to get better results. A job title doesn't make a leader Inspiring. Rather, it is the ability to drive people to achieve great heights of performance and
success and to demonstrate that the characteristics will follow employees through choice-passion, purpose, listening, and giving meaning to their role. Many senior leaders expect employees to follow them because of their title, their company ownership, or their place in the organization's hierarchy. And many employees do follow a leader
for these reasons. But that doesn't mean the leader inspires their best work, support and contribution. An inspirational leader doesn't just tell employees that they're deeply committed to their customer's experience. The leader must demonstrate this commitment and passion in each meeting, presentation and in how they deal with
customer problems. The leader's behavior should inspire employees to behave the same way. Communication, integrity, inclusion and sensitivity to the needs of the employees around the characteristics and characteristics of an inspirational leader. No one is inspired by a leader who people think doesn't care about them. The ability to
communicate that passion, purpose and meaning to others helps establish the inspiring culture of your organization. The inspirational leader feels passionate about the vision and mission of the organization. They are also able to share that passion in a way that enables others to feel passionate as well. Shared passion makes
organizations rise in achieving their mission and vision. The nature of the vision and mission is critical to energized others to feel as if their work has a purpose and meaning beyond the tasks they perform every day. Sometimes leaders need to help their staff connect the 1 ones by explaining this big picture to everyone. Communicating
the big picture will regularly help strengthen the reason your organization exists. The inspirational leader listens to the people in their organization. Talking to people about your passion is not enough. To share meaning—a favorite and meaningful definition of communication—you should allow the ideas and thoughts of your staff to help
shape the vision and mission, or minimally, the goals and action plan. No one is ever 100% supportive of a direction they had no part in formulating. People should see their ideas incorporated — or understand why they weren't. To experience inspiration, people need to feel included. Inclusion goes beyond the area of listening and
providing feedback. For real inclusion, people should feel intimately connected to the actions and processes that lead to achieving the goals or the final decision. For example company canceled an annual employee event due to customer orders for their product. Lots of people people not liked the decision, but the company engaged the
management team, the Activity Committee members and many other employees in the conversation about whether to cancel or reschedule the event. The inclusion led to a compromise that enabled a smaller celebration and a positive morale boost, but allowed the company to meet customers' needs. As customer needs are crucial, and
the employees agreed, the company's decision — made with employee input — left nothing to push back. Vision and passion are important, but your employees should trust you if you want them to feel inspired. They should believe in your integrity and see it downplayed in decision-making and treatment of customers and employees.
Who you are as a person is as important as the direction you provide. Employees look up at a person telling the truth, trying to do the right things, living a principled life, and doing their best. Your actions play out on the stage of your organization. Behaviors that align with what you say is always center stage. An inspirational leader gives
people what they want within their abilities. For example, you can't provide a pay rise if the company doesn't achieve profit goals. But you have to share the rewards if the organization is doing well. The inspirational leader also understands that, while money is a motivator, so is praise, recognition, rewards, say thank you, and noted an
individual's contribution to a successful effort. Speaking directly to a contributing employee about the value their work provides for the organization is an important source of inspiration for the recipient. The actions you take at work every day are powerful. Here are the qualities and actions associated with successful leaders: Choose to
lead. Be the person others choose to follow. Provide vision for the future. Provide inspiration. Make other people important and appreciated. Live your values. Act ethically. Set the pace by your expectations and example. Establish an environment of continuous improvement. Provides opportunities for people to grow, both personally and
professionally. Care and act with compassion. Compassion.
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